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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a web app named MainApp. You are developing a
triggered App Service background task by using the WebJobs SDK.
This task automatically invokes a function in the code whenever
any new data is received in a queue.
You need to configure the services.
Which service should you use for each scenario? To answer, drag
the appropriate services to the correct scenarios. Each service
may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need
to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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NEW QUESTION: 2
A company has just implemented VoIP. Prior to the
implementation, all of the switches were upgraded to layer
3 capable in order to more adequately route packages. This is
an example of which of the following network segmentation
techniques?
A. Separate public/private newtorking
B. Compliance implementation
C. Performance optimization
D. Honeypot implementation
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Based on the following image, what is the correct path of root,
intermediate, and end-user certificate?
A. Palo Alto Networks &gt; Symantec
B. VeriSign &gt; Symantec &gt; Palo
C. VeriSign &gt; Palo Alto Networks
D. Symantec &gt; VeriSign &gt; Palo
Answer: D
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